Yom Kippur

The Jewish Elites have openly admitted that they are working to socially engineer the population into a social Darwinist, materialist worldview, in which there is no soul, no spiritual purpose, or meaning in life. The only meaning is to work in their neo-feudal system, where one's whole reason, identity, and status in life is the amount of luxury consumerism they can engage in and to fight everyone in this status seeking. This is the Jewish Bible, where the Gentiles are soulless animals put here for Jews to lived off them in a materialistic world where the Goy live to make Jews powerful and rich. This is the materialization of the Bible into this world. This follows what they wrote in their Protocols as well, which is just annotations on the Torah.

In occultism, Money is a materialized version of spiritual energy. The Jews have replaced the natural spiritual order of society based on spiritual power and development with just money status and consumer-level status. This is the Jewish soul, their Holy Shekel, the name of their god. Judaism is the one claimed-ancient religion where the entire book is literally just materialism. It's one big bling, bling rap video. The entire Jewish covenant is based on the idea that the Jews will get all the money and wealth of the earth. That's it. Nothing of the soul, nothing of the afterlife, nothing spiritual. Many Rabbis in their speeches to Jews look down on any type of meditation or anything of the soul and only go on and on about money. The spiritual knowledge the Jews have stolen and criminalized is just a scheme to steal the entire world for themselves, rather than live one day as honest people.

The Bible is the word of "god" and "god" is the word, hence the actual Bible is their "god" and the 22 Hebrew letters that form the Bible is the name of their "god" in Judaism. When the Jews talk about their future Kingdom of "god" on earth, it's the total materialization of the Bible spell. Manifesting this vortex of energy into the world fully every social order is a manifestation of the collective ideal. Marxism is the finalization of this and it's nothing but a global capitalist plantation state run by Jews. This is what the Bible states is the final Kingdom of their "god": Totalitarian Materialism in which everyone will suffer for the Jews, being able to live out their false religion and become the false gods of this world.

The reason this world is so destroyed and ugly is because of the Bible. It's around the time of the Jews, Yom Kippur. This is their major time of cursing the world. Yom is the name of the mystical sea, which relates to the element of ether, and Kippur is stolen from the ancient Assyrian world for spiritual power. Kippur in the Jewish meaning is the 22 letters and the energy they manifest. This title simply means they are putting the collective energy of their Bible into motion for
another year in the world, and how this connects into their racial soul to suck all the wealth, power, and life out of the world for themselves. To do this, they are transforming our world and lives into slavery and misery.

The way to destroy the enemy is by destroying their "god", which they stated is their 22 letters. So keep on the Final RTR and do this more around this time to dissolve this evil spell before it destroys all life on earth. This Jew world this spell has created might not even survive the environmental damage of the corporations run by these Jews by the end of this current century.

Reply from High Priestess Shannon:

Everyone please try to do these rituals twice a day, or more, instead of once a day, especially around this time.

For those of you who work a 5 days a week and 8 hour day job, you can make up for it by doing it many times on your off days or on weekends. The RTR doesn't take too long.

Now with doing these rituals they will also increase our personal power and thus effect our efforts in doing this ritual-- I notice my energy and power flow has increased with this. It's amazing.

We are the ones who are empowering our souls and gaining even more strength than a Jew. We can do this.

Do it for Satan, our Earth and our personal livelihoods. Doing these rituals more a day will also increased it's effects by freeing us.

Doing this RTR daily is one of my favorite things as I always feel crap leaving my soul afterwards.

Hail Satan!
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